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Tens Trip Off Your Tongue
Words and Music by Hap Palmer

The tens are among the easiest tables for
children to learn.  Multiplying by 10 is as easy
as counting by 10s, and that’s how we open
this reggae/calypso flavored tune.

Lyric:
10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110,
    120, and I guess that’s plenty

The tens just trip right off of your tongue
It’s the easiest thing that you’ve ever done
The simplest song you’ve ever sung
The tens just trip right off of your tongue

10 x 1 is 10, 10 x 2 is 20, 10 x 3 is 30
10 x 4 is 40, 10 x 5 is 50, 10 x 6 is 60
10 x 7 is 70, 10 x 8 is 80, 10 x 9 is 90
10 x 10 is 100, 10 x 11 is 110, 10 x 12 is 120

Repeat Tables

The tens just trip right off of your tongue
It’s the easiest thing that you’ve ever done
The simplest song you’ve ever sung
The tens just trip right off of your tongue
Ooh la, la, la, la, la, la, la

Fives Alive
Words and Music by Hap Palmer

The fives have a simple pattern that is easily
learned.  Here the facts are sung with a jazzy
rhythm interspersed by improvised solos on
piano, saxophone and trumpet.

Lyric:
Fives can be exciting
And music makes them fun
And with a jazzy jive
We bring the fives alive
Join in everyone!

5 x 1 is 5, 5 x 2 is 10, 5 x 3 is 15
5 x 4 is 20, 5 x 5 is 25, 5 x 6 is 30
5 x 7 is 35, 5 x 8 is 40, 5 x 9 is 45
5 x 10 is 50, 5 x 11 is 55, 5 x 12 is 60

Fives can be exciting
And music makes them fun
And with a jazzy jive
We bring the fives alive
Join in everyone!

Repeat Tables

Fives can be exciting
And music makes them fun
And with a jazzy jive
We bring the fives alive
Join in everyone
I really mean it
Hey! Let’s bring the fives alive!

Elevens Have Those Doubles
Words and Music by Hap Palmer

The elevens are another easy table to learn
because of the double numbers that make up
most of the answers.  Only 3 facts need to be
memorized: 11 x 10 = 110, 11 x 11 = 121,
and 11 x 12 = 132.

Lyric:
Elevens have those doubles
And they’re hardly any trouble
You can learn them in no time
‘Cause there’s a rhythm and a rhyme
Like twenty-two and thirty-three
It’s so easy don’t you see
You’ll be surprised how fast they’re memorized

11 x 1 is 11, 11 x 2 is 22, 11 x 3 is 33
11 x 4 is 44, 11 x 5 is 55, 11 x 6 is 66
11 x 7 is 77, 11 x 8 is 88, 11 x 9 is 99
11 x 10 is 110, 11 x 11 is 121
11 x 12 is 132

Elevens have those doubles
And they’re hardly any trouble
You can learn them in no time
‘Cause there’s a rhythm and a rhyme
Like twenty-two and thirty-three
It’s so easy don’t you see
You’ll be surprised how fast they’re memorized

Repeat Verse One and Tables

Waltzing Through The Threes
Words and Music by Hap Palmer

The rhythm of a waltz is a series of repeating
3 counts. It is an especially appropriate form
for singing the threes table.  The 3/4 time
meter and a rich orchestral sound give a
change of pace that helps achieve one of the
important goals of this recording: to provide
musical variety and make each table unique
and memorable.

Lyric:
One, two, three, one, two, three
Waltzing with ease
The rhythm repeats
In groups of three beats
One, two, three, one, two, three
Math is a breeze
When waltzing through the threes

3 x 1 is 3, 3 x 2 is 6, 3 x 3 is 9
3 x 4 is 12, 3 x 5 is 15, 3 x 6 is 18
3 x 7 is 21, 3 x 8 is 24, 3 x 9 is 27
3 x 10 is 30, 3 x 11 is 33, 3 x 12 is 36

Repeat Verse One and Tables

One, two, three, one, two, three
Math is a breeze
When waltzing through the threes


